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Common permitting issues... 
 Incomplete appications—no consultation with the 

agency 
 Information provided too general, not specific 

enough 
 Inadequate evaluation of project with respect to 

standards or criteria for a particular permit, e.g. 
land use permits 
Not enough information to clearly identify a project 

site 
Applications need to be understandable to lay 

decision-makers (for discretionary permits) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some applicants do not take the time and meet with a planner to discuss specific issues regarding their project.  When the application is submitted, it is not complete and will sometimes be returned with a request for more information.Answers to questions within the permit applications are answered more general rather than specific.  Questions have specific answers.   For Land Use Permits (such as Use Permit, Variance Permit, or Special Permit), many applications are deficient in including an evaluation of the project relative to the standards/criteria For that particular permit.Completion of permitting checklist & not enough exhibits to clearly identify the project site.Since these applications are typically prepared by attorneys or land use consultants, too often they forget that these documents are being evaluated by Planning Commissioners (volunteers) who aren't very familiar with land use terminology since they don't deal with it on a daily basis. Applications should be prepared in a manner that it is understood by all reviewing parties.incomplete applications; designs that do not follow basic code requirementsplans not to scale (either reduced or enlarged)lack of understanding of other permit requirements from other agencies {there is not one universal permit or one agency that is the clearing house; different county, state and federal agencies have different requirements)for shoreline properties, confusion over state certified shoreline survey and setback requirements



Common permitting issues (contd)... 
Lack of understanding of other permit 

requirements from other agencies 
For shoreline properties, confusion over state 

certified shoreline survey and setback 
requirements 
Plans not to scale (either reduced or enlarged) – 

planner’s pet peeve 
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...and some tips on how to avoid them 
Encourage pre-consultation meeting—before 

submitting application—with  with the 
department to discuss project 
Use application checklists to ensure 

applications are complete 
Then consult again with department to go over 

the preliminary application to make sure it is 
complete and acceptable 
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...more tips on how to avoid common 
problems 
Contact the department for any clarifications 

regarding development 
standards/requirements within the 
Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance (CZO) 
Don’t forget to include shoreline survey lines on 

site plans, if applicable 
AND...put a scale on your maps and figures and 

make a planner happy! (bar scales work fine) 
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